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The time has come to put down your keg and move on to other things. At this point
your neighbor has consumed two beers, the perfect number to facilitate the lifting of
two six packs, which brings us to the renowned Six Lager Lift. Stand up and brush
yourself off. Refer to Pint Pulls for correct procedure. However, be aware that doing
the Six Lager Lift can confer an additional benefit as your neighbor can now move on
to the next task at hand – which we’ll get to - while you exercise. Indeed, now might be the time for you to offer him
a third beer – unless you are concerned that he might
jeopardize his life while working with electricity.
On the other hand, conservation of resources is
always wise. If you feel that this principle
applies, we suggest shooing your
neighbor out the door. Save that
rewiring job for his next visit. Now
return to your house and go lounge in
your recliner, beer in hand. You’ve earned
it. When your spouse asks where you’ve
been, nonchalantly mention that you
fixed all the broken items in your
garage while your hard working neighbor watched and drank all your beer.
Tell her if she has anything else that
needs fixing to put it in the garage and
you’ll take care of it during the next session.
Along with the wiring. Now ask your spouse for a
massage. Switch on remote.

Dubbel Your Deltoids
Usually, following the natural course of events, before
you run out of chores your neighbor will run out on you.
(Whether or not your spouse has, or will, run out on you
is another topic altogether, and with few exceptions
is beyond the scope of this otherwise remarkably
comprehensive book.) This time you may have to
bribe your neighbor into coming over.
Or you may need to find another hardworking neighbor. Maybe even someone who
has just moved into the neighborhood and needs to know about your reputation as a
connoisseur and purveyor of fine beer. In any case, we recommend you choose a
neighbor with an engineering degree.
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